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Abstract – With the World Wide Web popularity the information retrieval area has a new challenge intending to
retrieve information resources by their meaning by using a knowledge base. Nowadays ontologies are being used
to model knowledge bases. To deal with knowledge subjectivity and uncertainty fuzzy set theory techniques are
employed. Preceding works encode a knowledge base using just one ontology. But a document collection can deal
with different domain themes, expressed by distinct ontologies. In this work a way of knowledge organization and
representation as multiple related ontologies was investigated and a method ofquery expansion was developed. The
knowledge organization and the query expansion method were integratedin the fuzzy model for information retrieval
based on mutiple related ontologies. The model performance was compared with another fuzzy-based approach for
information retrieval and with the Apache Lucene search engine. In bothcases the proposed model improves the
precision and recall measures.
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1. Introduction
An information retrieval system stores and index
documents such that when users express their in-
formation need in a query the system retrieves the
related documents associating a score to each one.
The higher the score the greater is the importance of
the document [2]. Usually an information retrieval
system returns large result sets and the users must
spend considerable time until find items that are re-
ally relevant. Moreover, documents are retrieved
when they contain the index terms specified in the
queries. However, this approach will neglect other
relevant documents that do not contain the index
terms specified in the user’s queries. When working
with specific domain knowledge this problem can be
overcome by incorporating a knowledge base which
depicts the relationships between index terms into
the existing information retrieval systems. To deal
with the vagueness typical of human knowledge, the
fuzzy set theory [13] can be used to manipulate the
knowledge in the bases.

Knowledge bases in information retrieval
cover a wide range of topics of which query expan-
sion is one. The main aim of query expansion is
to add new meaningful terms to the initial query.
The expectation is that these new terms can im-
prove the quality of retrieved documents bringing
the most relevant and more semantically related to
the initial query. A recent approach is to use ontolo-
gies to infer new terms to be added to the queries

[3]. Usually information retrieval systems use just
one conceptual structure to model the knowledge
and compose the knowledge base [12, 14, 7, 17].
But the knowledge indexing a document collection
can be expressed in multiple distinct domains. In
some contexts these domains concepts are related
by causal, spatial or similarity relationships. Each
domain can be represented as a conceptual struc-
ture like a lightweight ontology. Lightweight on-
tologies include concepts, concepts taxonomies, re-
lationships between concepts and properties that de-
scribes concepts [5]. The relationships between do-
mains concepts can be translated to relationships be-
tween the lightweight ontologies concepts produc-
ing a knowledge base composed of multiple related
lightweight ontologies. The use of the knowledge in
a knowledge base composed of multiple related on-
tologies can be used to expand the user query with
new concepts in order to improve information re-
trieval results.

In this work we focus on the fuzzy encod-
ing of an information retrieval model which is sup-
ported by fuzzy related lightweight ontologies each
one representing a distinct area of the knowledge
domain. The model provides means to represent
each ontology independently as well as their rela-
tionships. Based on the knowledge from the on-
tologies the system carries an automatic fuzzy query
expansion. The documents are indexed by the con-
cepts in the knowledge base allowing the retrieval



by their meaning. The results obtained with the
proposed model are compared with the results ob-
tained using just the user’s entered keywords and
with the results obtained by another fuzzy informa-
tion retrieval system [4, 6]. The proposed expansion
method is also employed in expanding queries for
the Apache Lucene [1] search engine. The results
show an enhance in precision for the same recall
measures.

2. Fuzzy Information Retrieval Model

The knowledge is represented in multiple
lightweight ontologies each one corresponding
to a distinct domain. Each ontology repre-
senting a knowledge domain is a concept set
Dk = {ck1, ck2, · · · cky} where 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
K is the domains number andy = ‖Dk‖ is the
concepts number in each domain. These ontologies
are related composing the model knowledge base.
The concepts inside the ontology are organized as
a taxonomy and are related by fuzzy specialization
association(S) and fuzzy generalization association
(G). Concepts pertaining to distinct ontologies are
related by fuzzy positive association(P). Figure 1
shows the knowledge representation schema with
multiple ontologies and the relationships between
them.

Figure 1. Knowledge representation with the
relationships: fuzzy specialization (S), fuzzy
generalization (G) and fuzzy positive assotia-
tion (P).

The documentsdl from the collection are
represented by theDOC set where1 ≤ l ≤
‖DOC‖. For each domain there is a relation that
relates the documents from theDOC set to the con-
cepts from the domain. This relation indicates the
relevance of the concept to represent the document
content. Its value is calculated following atf-idf
schema [2]. The query is expressed with the con-
cepts from the distinct domains connected by logi-
cal operators like AND or OR.

In the proposed model the expansion
method considers the knowledge expressed by the
ontologies. The expansion is performed in two
phases. In the first phase the fuzzy positive asso-
ciation (P) between concepts from distinct domains
is used. In this step new concepts related to the
ones present in the original query are added to the
query. In the second step the fuzzy generalization
(G) and the fuzzy specialization association (S) be-
tween concepts inside the ontologies are considered.
In this step the more generic and the more specific
concepts are added to the query.

Once the query is expanded the similarity
between each document on the collection and the
query is calculated. The similarity function asso-
ciates a score to each document depending on how
important the document is to the query. The docu-
ments are ordered in decreasing order of their score
and are presented to the user as the final response.

3. Experimental Results

The experimental evaluation was carried out using a
document collection sample referring to the agrom-
eteorology domain in Brazil [10], a query set, a
lightweight ontology referring to the geographical
brazilian territory and a lightweight ontology refer-
ring to the climate distribution over the brazilian ter-
ritory.

The ontologies were manually constructed
considering a brazilian map [15] that contains the
Köppen climate [16] distribution over the country.
The first ontology refers to the brazilian territory,
say domainD1, with three levels. The root node is
labeled ’Brazil’, the descendant nodes are labeled
with brazilian regions and each region node has the
respective brazilian state nodes as descendants. Fig-
ure 2 shows a sample of the brazilian territory ontol-
ogy. For the brazilian territory ontology the fuzzy
generalization association and the fuzzy specializa-
tion association relates the spacial relationship be-
tween the territory entities they refer to. The sec-
ond ontology refers to the climate distribution over
the brazilian territory, say domainD2. The root
node is labeled ’Climate’, the root descendant nodes
are labeled with brazilian zonal climates and each
zonal climate has the respective associated Köppen
climate nodes as descendants. Figure 2 shows a
sample of the brazilian climate ontology. For the
brazilian climate ontology the fuzzy generalization



Figure 2. Brazilian territorial and brazilian climate lightweight ontologies and their fuzzy associations.

association and the fuzzy specialization association
relates the spacial relationship between the climate
entities they refer to. The fuzzy positive association
between the ontologies is established by the distri-
bution of the climate over the brazilian territory. The
association is settled in two levels. The first one is
between the brazilian regions and the zonal climates
and the second one is between the brazilian states
and the Köppen climates. The dashed lines in Fig.
2 illustrate both associations levels.

The experiment was ran to test the pro-
posed model performance and to compare its per-
formance with a similar approach, that is, the multi-
relationship fuzzy concept network information re-
trieval model [11]. The experiment also tested the
use of the query expansion method in the Apache
Lucene text search engine [8]. All the models
showed an improved behavior in precision and re-
call measures when compared with using just the
keywords entered by the user. Considering a given
query, recall is the ratio between the number of doc-
uments retrieved and considered relevant, and the
total number of documents considered relevant in
the collection and precision is the ratio between the
number of documents retrieved and considered rel-
evant, and the total number of retrieved documents
[2]. The proposed model showed better results than
other models considering the proposed knowledge
representation, as multiple related ontologies, and
the query expansion method that uses this knowl-
edge organization. Another experiment tested the
ontologies as crisp ones where the fuzzy general-
ization and the fuzzy specialization associations as-
sume values in the set{0, 1} denoting the existence
(1) or absence (0) of the relationship between con-
cepts [9]. Also, in this case, the proposed model ob-

tained good performance considering the precision
and recall measures.

4. Conclusion

The use of knowledge in the information retrieval
process can enhance the quality of the results by re-
turning documents semantically related to the ini-
tial user’s query. To deal with the uncertainty and
vagueness present in the knowledge the fuzzy set
theory has been used. When working with specific
document collections one way to accomplish that is
to represent the knowledge in distinct domains each
one being represented as an independent lightweight
ontology. These domains knowledge can be related
to each other composing a knowledge base. To ex-
plore these issues this work presented an approach
for improving the document retrieval process. Con-
trary to other approaches that consider the knowl-
edge base composed of just one ontology, the pro-
posed model explores knowledge expressed in mul-
tiple ontologies whose relationships are expressed
as fuzzy relations. This knowledge organization is
used in a novel method to expand the user query and
to index the documents in the collection.

Experimental results show that the pro-
posed model achieves better performance when
compared with other fuzzy information retrieval ap-
proach. The manually constructed knowledge base
offers a semantic knowledge that leads to good re-
trieve performance. As the knowledge organization
and representation as ontologies is a growing area,
the model offers a way where these independently
developed ontologies can be reused in the task of
the information retrieval process.
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